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A B S T R A C T

Small angle neutron scattering is used to study the simultaneous adsorption of toluene and

water vapor by a commercial high surface area carbon, oxidized to enhance its affinity for

polar molecules. Owing to the smaller size of the molecule, water on its own penetrates the

smallest defects in the carbon matrix more efficiently than does toluene, as revealed by the

density of the carbon determined by contrast variation. Pore filling by water, however, is

less complete. When water and toluene vapor are simultaneously present, they coexist

in the pores, toluene being the dominant component and water accounting for about

12% of the total adsorbate. Phase separation is not observed. The carbon acts as a

compatibilizer for the two different molecules.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

High surface area carbons are the most commonly employed

adsorbents in gas phase separation, for example for removing

toxic molecules from the atmosphere. As they are a general

adsorbent, such carbons adsorb all kind of molecules, includ-

ing – in spite of their mainly hydrophobic surface properties –

water as well. This co-adsorption influences the performance

of the carbon both in equilibrium conditions and in time

dependent operation.

The practical importance of co-adsorption of water with

volatile organic molecules has stimulated a number of inves-

tigations. Such studies are generally related to industrial

applications, and the techniques used are mainly based on a

break-through approach. In most cases, either in dynamic or

static equilibrium experiments, the uptake of the organic

component is studied after water vapor pretreatment [1–4].

Miyawaki et al. reported enhancement of water vapor uptake

under dynamic conditions from premixed methane–water
er Ltd. All rights reserved
.fr (E. Geissler).
vapor mixtures [5]. Marbán et al. concluded that the presence

of water vapor in the gas stream significantly influences the

adsorption of n-butane at relative humidities (RH) greater than

25%. Premoistening the adsorbent had no effect on the butane

capacity [6]. By means of an isotope exchange technique

Rynders et al. were able to measure simultaneously

multicomponent gas adsorption kinetics and the equilibria

and self-diffusivity of the components in a single, isothermal

experiment without disturbing the adsorbed phase [7]. In a 2H

solid state NMR-assisted break-through study with labeled

toluene–water it was concluded that in competitive adsorp-

tion toluene decreases the mobility of water, but toluene

adsorption is not influenced by the water [8].

While these methods measure the total amount of ad-

sorbed molecules in the adsorbate, scattering techniques offer

a valuable means of determining their spatial distribution

within the pores. To distinguish the roles of two different

solvents simultaneously in contact with the pores of a carbon

matrix, however, some method of identifying them is required.
.
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With small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), for example, con-

trast variation is not practical unless the electron density of

the two solvent molecules is significantly different. Although

such differences can be generated by changing the chemical

composition of the solvent molecules, this approach is imprac-

tical because it also alters the interaction with the substrate.

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) avoids this drawback,

because chemically identical molecules composed of different

isotopes can be introduced, such as hydrogen (H) and deute-

rium (D), which scatter neutrons differently. Although the

H–D substitution changes the chemical properties of a mole-

cule very little, isotope effects can sometimes be important

near critical points, or in delicately balanced thermodynamic

situations. In the toluene-water-carbon system studied here,

however, such effects are small.

One of the important practical differences between SANS

and SAXS is the existence of incoherent scattering in the for-

mer, and its effective absence in the latter. Because of its

strong influence on the final results, the treatment of this

technical aspect will be discussed in some detail in the

experimental section of the present article. In the dry carbon,

incoherent scattering arises from hydrogen-bearing function-

alities or other impurities in the carbon. In this study we make

use of the comparison between the SAXS and SANS spectra of

the dry carbon to determine the incoherent signal, which is

then subtracted from the SANS response. Indirect compari-

sons also serve to evaluate the incoherent SANS scattering

in samples in which previous SAXS measurements have al-

ready established the degree of coverage of either adsorbed

toluene or water molecules at fixed vapor pressure. For other

samples, the incoherent scattering is estimated by comparing

the signals in the transition region between small- and wide-

angle neutron scattering at about q � 1 Å�1.
2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

Samples were prepared from the same batch of high surface

area granular carbon (R1 Extra, Norit) as used earlier [9]. To

oxidize the surface, the granules were exposed to concen-

trated nitric acid for 3 h at room temperature, then thor-

oughly washed with distilled water and dried. This process

also removed foreign microcrystallite impurities and reduced

the ash content from 6.1% to 2.2% w/w [9]. The samples were

powdered and placed in low boron content glass NMR tubes of

5 mm outer diameter (Bruker, Germany). The open tubes were

kept for 3 months at 293 K in closed containers, each individ-

ually in contact simultaneously with one vessel containing

saturated KCl dissolved in the corresponding H2O/D2O mix-

ture (designated respectively W1, W2, W3 and W4) at relative

humidity 0.87, and another vessel containing mixtures of pro-

tonated toluene and perdeuterated toluene (C7D8, Acros

Organics, Belgium) in the same deuteration ratios (designated

T1, T2, T3 and T4), i.e., 16 different samples. These samples

are denoted C_WiTj, with 1 6 i, j 6 4, where C stands for

carbon and the subscript 4 is the pure deuterated component.

Details of their composition and nomenclature are listed in

Table 1. Eight further samples in contact with the separate
vapors of the toluene and of the water mixtures alone were

prepared, as well as the corresponding pure liquids. At the

end of the preparation, the tubes were flame-sealed. As the

saturation vapor pressures of toluene and water at 20 �C are

respectively 22 and 17.6 mmHg, the pressure from toluene

in the operational vapor phase is thus 22 mmHg, while that

of water is 15.2 mmHg. These data yield for the molar fraction

of water in the vapor phase the value 0.41.

Isotope effects on the adsorption are expected to be small.

The reason is that, although the vapor pressure of H2O at

20 �C is roughly 17% greater than that of D2O [10], the mole-

cules adsorbed on the carbon are in a condensed state com-

parable to that of the external liquid reservoir, with which

they are in equilibrium. Equilibrium between these two

equivalent liquids implies that their compositions are similar.

Differences in the isotope concentration in the vapor phase

thus affect the relative concentration of the adsorbed species

to a minor extent. The same argument applies equally to

toluene, where differences in the vapor pressure of the two

isotopes are smaller [11].

2.2. SANS measurements

The SANS measurements were performed on the D16 instru-

ment at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, with incident

neutrons of wavelength k = 4.746 Å and wavelength spread

Dk/k = 1 · 10�2. The measurements spanned the transfer wave

vector range 0.05 Å�1 < q < 2.2 Å�1, where q = (4p/k)sin(h/2) and

h is the scattering angle. To cover this q range, counting times

of about 1 h were used. Standard corrections were made for

the empty cell, sample transmission and detector response.

Comparisons between the present SANS responses and SAXS

scattering curves were made on the basis of previous mea-

surements performed at the European Synchrotron Radiation

Facility, Grenoble [9,12].

2.3. Incoherent scattering

In the SANS measurement, the total scattered intensity is a

sum of the coherent and the incoherent components, where

the latter is independent of the wave vector q.

ItotðqÞ ¼ IðqÞ þ Iinc: ð1Þ

To evaluate I(q), the incoherent scattering Iinc must first be

estimated. Fig. 1 shows the scattering intensity of the dry car-

bon measured by SAXS (open symbols) together with the

SANS signal of the same sample (+). In the figure, the SANS

response is multiplied by a scaling factor and a constant

has been subtracted such that at high q the two data sets

coincide. The subtracted constant is the incoherent intensity

Iinc, which must be renormalized by the scaling factor to con-

vert it back to the SANS intensity scale. For this sample the

value of the incoherent intensity in the SANS scale is

Iinc = 0.0057 cm�1. The slight shortfall in the SANS intensity

visible at low q in Fig. 1 is an artefact of the background sub-

traction, and can be corrected manually. We recall here that

incoherent scattering in SANS comes predominantly, albeit

not exclusively, from hydrogen in the system. This spin-

dependent contribution is physically different from other

sources of scattering such as atomic disorder in the sample



Table 1 – Sample nomenclaturea.

Sample Name Toluene vapor composition
t toluene H:

(1 � t) toluene D

Water vapor
composition

w H2O:
(1 �w) D2O

CW1 – 0.5: 0.5
CW2 – 0.33: 0.67
CW3 – 0.17: 0.83
CW4 – 0: 1
CT1 0.5: 0.5 –
CT2 0.33: 0.67 –
CT3 0.17: 0.83 –
CT4 0: 1 –
CW1T1 0.5: 0.5 0.5: 0.5
CW1T2 0.33: 0.67 0.5: 0.5
CW1T3 0.17: 0.83 0.5: 0.5
CW1T4 0: 1 0.5: 0.5
CW2T1 0.5: 0.5 0.33: 0.67
CW2T2 0.33: 0.67 0.33: 0.67
CW3T3 0.17: 0.83 0.33: 0.67
CW3T4 0: 1 0.33: 0.67
CW3T1 0.5: 0.5 0.17: 0.83
CW3T2 0.33: 0.67 0.17: 0.83
CW3T3 0.17: 0.83 0.17: 0.83
CW3T4 0: 1 0.17: 0.83
CW4T1 0.5: 0.5 0: 1
CW4T2 0.33: 0.67 0: 1
CW4T3 0.17: 0.83 0: 1
CW4T4 0: 1 0: 1
a Relative humidity of the water vapor phase RH = 87%.

Fig. 1 – Comparison of the SAXS (o) and SANS (+) spectra

from the dry carbon. For coincidence at high q, 0.06 cm�1

(0.0057 cm�1 in SANS intensity units) is subtracted from the

SANS data to account for incoherent scattering.
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that are almost independent of q. The incoherent intensity

may therefore be viewed as an indicator of the amount of

hydrogen present in the system. We note that this informa-

tion can, in principle, be used to evaluate the amount of

hydrogen in the dry carbon (see Appendix).

To estimate the incoherent signal from the carbon samples

containing toluene or water vapor, direct comparison be-

tween SAXS and SANS cannot be used since the contrast fac-

tors for a binary system are different in the two scattering

techniques. The following procedure was therefore adopted.

SAXS measurements on a similarly prepared microporous

carbon showed that toluene fills the micropores with a prob-

ability density p(q) such that

pðqÞ ¼ qC½1� uðqÞ1=2�=qs; ð2Þ

where u(q) = Iwet(q)/Idry(q) is the ratio of the SAXS intensities

scattered by the wet and the dry samples respectively, qC

and qs being the electron densities of the carbon matrix and

of the solvent (toluene) condensed in the pores [12]. These re-

sults may be compared with the equivalent SANS measure-

ments by adopting for Idry(q) the neutron scattering signal

already defined in Fig. 1. p(q) is then constructed from Eq.

(2) by using for Iwet(q) the signal from sample C_T4, i.e., carbon

exposed to the vapor of toluene D, and qC (=6.935 · 1010 cm�2)

and qs (=5.666 · 1010 cm�2) are now the neutron scattering

length densities of carbon and the condensed solvent (tolu-

ene D), respectively. By successive adjustment a suitable va-

lue for the constant background Iinc is then subtracted from

Iwet(q) that yields reasonable coincidence over the relevant q
range between the values of p(q) obtained by SAXS and SANS

(Fig. 2).

For the water-containing samples, inelastic scattering also

contributes in the lower q range (q < 1 Å�1). In this work, this

contribution was modeled empirically with a Lorentzian

function of characteristic length �1.4 Å.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the signal from the carbon–toluene samples after

subtraction of the incoherent component. In the low q region

(<1 Å�1), the coherent intensity is

IðqÞ ¼ ðqC � qsÞ
2SðqÞ; ð3Þ

where S(q) is the structure factor of the carbon. I(q) is lowest

for sample C_T4 (toluene D), for which the difference qC � qs

is the smallest, and increases as toluene D is replaced by

toluene H.

The signal is greatest for the dry carbon, where qs = 0.

From Eq. (3) it follows that

½IðqÞ�1=2 / ðqC � qsÞ; ð4Þ

where the scattering length density of the solvent is

qs ¼
X

bidsNA=M: ð5Þ

In expression 5, NA is Avogadro’s number, ds and M are

respectively the mass density and the molecular weight of

the solvent, and
P

bi is the sum of the scattering lengths bi

of the nuclei in the molecule [13]. qs is thus a linear function

of the degree of deuteration of the toluene mixture. The low

signal to noise ratio of the SANS results in Fig. 3 is an illustra-

tion of the much smaller flux of neutrons available at a reac-

tor source than of photons at a synchrotron source.



Fig. 2 – Comparison of filling factor p(q) of toluene in the

present carbon sample with that in a similar carbon

observed by SAXS. The estimated value of incoherent

scattering is adjusted until approximate coincidence is

found. For C_T4 this constant is equal to 0.0132 cm�1. The

same procedure was adopted for the other toluene- and

water-containing samples.
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In accordance with Eq. (4), Fig. 4 shows that for each value

of q, [I(q)]1/2 yields a straight line when plotted against qs. Over

the q range explored, the different lines converge at a point

qs0 = 6.4 · 1010 cm�2, [I(q)0]1/2 = 0.024 cm�1/2. According to Eq.
Fig. 3 – Coherent scattering intensity of dry carbon and

carbon in toluene vapor of different H/D ratios. Below

q � 0.6 Å�1, the intensity is lowered because of the reduced

contrast (qC � qs)
2 between carbon and solvent. At high q,

the signals of carbon and toluene are additive.
(5), this cross-over point, qs0 = qC, yields for the apparent den-

sity of the carbon

dC ¼ qs0 � 12=ð6:646� 10�13 �NAÞ ¼ 1:92 g=cm3; ð6Þ

where the neutron scattering length of the carbon nucleus is

bC = 6.646 · 10�13 cm [13]. The value of dC in Eq. (5) is lower

than that measured by helium pycnometry for this material,

dHe = 2.10 g/cm3 [9]. It is notable also from Fig. 4 that the

cross-over does not occur at [I(q)]1/2 = 0, but rather at about

0.024 cm�1/2. The deviation implies that the density of the car-

bon is not uniform. It provides a measure, on the length scale

of the probe molecule, of the residual density fluctuations in

the amorphous carbon matrix. With toluene as the probe

molecule, the intensity of the signal scattered by the residual

density fluctuations is thus Ires(q) = (0.024 cm�1/2)2 � 5.8 · 10
�4 cm�1.

It is instructive to compare this value with that of the

residual density fluctuations due to the atomic disorder in

the dry carbon. Amorphous materials such as carbon display

q-independent liquid-like density fluctuations that become

appreciable in the high q Porod limit of small angle scattering.

In this limit, the intensity can be expressed as [14,15]

IðqÞ ¼ Kq�4 þ a; ð7Þ

where the constant a is the atomic disorder parameter. By

plotting I(q)q4 vs. q4 in the dry carbon (Fig. 5), the slope in

the linear regime yields a, the value of which, 7.16 · 10�3 cm
�1, is an order of magnitude larger than Ires(q) with toluene.

This finding implies that adsorbed toluene molecules partly

occupy vacancies left by the atomic disorder in the carbon.

The same procedure as for toluene was used for the sam-

ples exposed to water vapor at RH = 0.87, with different de-

grees of deuteration (Fig. 6). Comparison of the results from

the region q < 0.2 Å�1 with those of toluene vapor in Fig. 3
Fig. 4 – Contrast variation of the pores with toluene:

dependence of [I(q)]1/2 on qs for different values of q from

Fig. 3. Cross-over point (arrow) gives for the density of

carbon, dC = 6.4 1010 · 12/(6.646 10�13 · NA) = 1.92 g/cm3.



Fig. 6 – Coherent SANS response of carbon exposed to the

water vapor of the different mixtures of H2O and D2O at

RH = 0.87.
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shows that the scattered intensity in the water bearing sam-

ples is higher, in spite of the substantially larger value of qs for

D2O than that for toluene D (6.802 · 1010 cm�2 compared to

5.67 · 1010 cm�2). This discrepancy at low q (i.e., large dis-

tances) signifies, by virtue of Eqs. (2) and (3), that at

RH = 0.87 the adsorbed water does not fill the large pores.

In the region q P 0.2 Å�1 in the carbon–water system,

[I(q)]1/2also varies linearly with qs (Fig. 7), just as with toluene.

For the lower q region where the unfilled pores are visible,

however, [I(q)]1/2 vs. qs departs from linearity and is not shown

in this figure. In Fig. 7, the cross-over point occurs at

6.94 · 1010 cm�2. This corresponds to a carbon density

dC = 2.08 g/cm3, in closer agreement with the helium density

dHe measured by pycnometry. The value of [Ires(q)0]1/2 at the

cross-over point, 0.019 cm�1/2, yields for the intensity of the

residual density fluctuations Ires(q) �3.6 · 10�4 cm�1, i.e., even

lower than with toluene. The near equality of dC and dHe, and

the small value of Ires(q) both indicate that the water mole-

cules enter more completely than toluene into the spaces cre-

ated by atomic disorder.

The situation alters when water and toluene vapor are

simultaneously in contact with the carbon. Fig. 8 shows the

scattering response of carbon exposed to the combined vapor

of D2O and of the toluene mixtures T1–T4, i.e., the samples

C_W4Ti, as well as that with the vapor of toluene D alone (fine

black trace). The strong dependence of the intensity on the

toluene composition confirms that toluene is the dominant

adsorbate. Superficially, the curves in this figure look similar

to those of Fig. 3 (toluene alone), but they are not identical.

In spite of the larger value of qs in liquid D2O than in toluene

D, in the lower q range the signal is higher with D2O vapor in

the mixture (C_W4T4) than with toluene alone (C_T4). This

implies that the density of the condensed toluene-water fluid

in the pores is lower than that of the bulk liquid. If the con-
Fig. 7 – Contrast variation of the pores with water. The cross-

over point (arrow) gives for the density of carbon,

dC = 6.94 · 1010 · 12/(6.646 · 10�13 · NA) = 2.08 g/cm3.

Fig. 5 – Plot of Iq4 vs. q4 from the SANS measurements in the

dry carbon. The value of the scattering intensity from

atomic disorder, a = 7.16 · 10�3 cm�1, is an order of

magnitude larger than that of the residual density

fluctuations in the presence of toluene, as revealed in Fig. 4.
densed fluid consisted of pure toluene, the increase in inten-

sity could be explained by a decrease in density of the

adsorbate by 0.5% with respect to that of the bulk fluid. The

larger value of qs for D2O, however, implies that the decrease

in the solvent density in the pores is appreciably greater than

0.5%.

To investigate how the water and toluene phases are dis-

tributed within the carbon matrix, the formalism of contrast

variation is required. To simplify the problem, we assume that
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the samples consist only of carbon, toluene and water, i.e.,

empty pores are not taken into account. For the resulting ter-

nary system, measurements of I(q), in which the scattering

length density of the toluene qtol and the water qw are varied,

lead to the following set of equations,

IðqÞ ¼ ðqC � qtolÞ
2SC–CðqÞ þ ðqtol � qwÞ

2Sw–wðqÞ þ ðqC � qtolÞ
� ðqC � qwÞSC–wðqÞ; ð8Þ

where SC–C(q), Sw–w(q) and SC–w(q) are respectively the partial

structure factors of the carbon, the water and their cross-cor-

relation. The structure factor of the toluene does not appear

in Eq. (8), since the Babinet principle employed in Eq. (8) as-

sumes that the pores are filled with either liquid. This

assumption fails both in the high q limit of these observa-

tions, where the resolution starts to detect individual mole-

cules, and also in the low q limit, since the vapor pressure

is too low for liquid to fill the larger pores. Upon inserting

the data from the samples C_W4Ti (Fig. 8) into Eq. (8), and

using Eq. (5) to define qtol and qw, in which ds is taken to be

the mass density of the corresponding bulk liquid, the

unphysical result Sw–w(q) < 0 is obtained in the range of inter-

est 0.1 Å�1 < q < 0.6 Å�1.

To be consistent with the observation that the mass den-

sity of the adsorbate is lower than in the pure bulk liquids,

therefore, a lower density must be chosen. The assumption

that the density of the two components is 95% of the bulk

yields the structure factors displayed in Fig. 9. (The results

do not change significantly if an even lower value for the den-

sity is chosen.) In the q range corresponding to the micropore

region, the partial structure factors Sw–w(q) and �SC–w(q) run

parallel to that of the carbon, SC–C(q). This similarity in shape

implies that the water, toluene and carbon all have the same

structure (in the sense that a porous medium of uniform den-

sity has the same structure as the uniform fluid that fills it).
Fig. 8 – Coherent scattering signal of carbon with mixtures

of D2O and toluene T1, T2, T3 and T4. Lowest fine black line

is carbon with toluene D alone.
No evidence is seen of phase separation between the water

and toluene components.

The distribution of water can be visualized in another way,

by comparing the spectra from the samples containing tolu-

ene D vapor (T4) plus the vapor of the different water compo-

sitions (samples C_WiT4). Fig. 10 shows that the curves in the

T–W mixtures exhibit the same shape as with toluene D

alone, but they are slightly raised. The similarity in shape of

the C_WiT4 curves, and their successive upward shift with

increasing H2O content, imply that a small amount of water

is admixed with the toluene in this system, i.e., the average

scattering length density of the mixture decreases with

increasing H2O content.

The degree of mixing of the two components within the

carbon may be estimated from the intensity of the incoherent

scattering. In the samples containing carbon and water alone

(C_W1 or C_W2), Iinc is an order of magnitude greater than in

the equivalent samples containing carbon and toluene D plus

water (C_W1T4 and C_W2T4). The volume fraction of water

(w) in the water-toluene mixture adsorbed on the carbon cal-

culated from these two pairs of spectra is respectively 0.11

and 0.13. An independent estimate, found from the ratio of

the coherent scattering intensities of samples C_W1T4 and

C_W4T4 (containing toluene D and 0.5 D2O–0.5 H2O, and tolu-

ene D and D2O, respectively) in Fig. 10, is shown on an ex-

panded scale in Fig. 11. The ratio of the two intensities,

f = 1.61, yields for the volume fraction of water in the toluene

w = 0.12 (see Appendix). These estimates, obtained respec-

tively from the incoherent and the coherent scattering inten-

sities, are mutually consistent. They confirm that the volume

fraction of water in the adsorbed toluene is much lower than

the molar fraction of water in the surrounding vapor phase

(0.41), but is more than two orders of magnitude greater than
Fig. 9 – Partial structure factors calculated from Eq. (8) with

the data of Fig. 8, assuming for the density of liquid

components 95% of the bulk value. At small q the decrease

in the direct term SW–W(q) is due to air in the large pores; at

large q contrast matching no longer holds.



Fig. 10 – SANS from carbon samples containing toluene D

plus water vapor of different deuterium content, and that

containing only toluene D (C_T4, lowest continuous curve).

Below 0.6 Å�1, both I(q) and Iinc increase on going from

W4T4 to W1T4.

Fig. 11 – Detail of SANS response from samples C_W4T4 and

C_W1T4. Continuous black line is C_W4T4, multiplied by

1.61.
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the solubility of water in bulk toluene (0.033 wt.% at 25 �C
[16]). The resolution of these SANS measurements, however,

is insufficient to determine whether the water molecules

are evenly distributed on all length scales within the pores.

Nevertheless, on the length scale of the size of the pore itself,

it is reasonable to conclude that the carbon substrate plays

the role of compatibilizer between toluene and water.
4. Conclusion

SANS measurements of the simultaneous adsorption of water

and toluene vapor on an oxidized high surface area carbon

show that both components are adsorbed, but the over-

whelming majority of the adsorbed phase consists of toluene.

Within experimental error, on distance scales shorter than

2p/q 6 60 Å, the water, toluene and carbon all display the

same structure, i.e., the carbon pores are filled with both

adsorbate molecules. No separate water phase develops with-

in the adsorbed fluid on the length scale of the observations.

Analysis of both the incoherent and coherent contributions to

the signal indicate that in the mixed solvent that forms inside

the pores the water volume fraction is about 0.12, that is,

much greater than the natural solubility of water in bulk tol-

uene. The carbon surface thus acts as a compatibilizer be-

tween toluene and water.

Measurements of the carbon density by means of contrast

variation based on the adsorption of the neat solvents (toluene

H–toluene D mixtures and H2O–D2O mixtures, respectively)

yield the values dC = 1.92 g/cm3 for toluene and dC = 2.08

g/cm3 for water, the latter of which approaches the helium

density dHe = 2.10 g/cm3. Furthermore, the residual density

fluctuations created by atomic disorder in the amorphous car-

bon are masked more efficiently by adsorbed water molecules

than by toluene. This is consistent with the intuitive notion

that water molecules penetrate more efficiently than toluene

into these defects.
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Appendix

Incoherent intensity and the contribution of inelastic
scattering

Estimate of water content: according to Ref. [9] the occupation

p(q) of water in sample OX (equivalent to that investigated here)

at relative humidity p/p0 = 0.87 is about 88%. The ratio of esti-

mated incoherent intensities from the water in sample C_W1

to that in sample C_W1T4 is 6.9. This means that the fraction

of water in sample C_W1T4 is approximately 0.88/6.9 ·
100 = 13%. For samples C_W2T4 and C_W2, the ratio is 11%.

Water. Volume fraction w from coherent scattering

Ratio of the coherent scattering intensities is I(C_W1T4)/

I(C_W4T4)=1.61

Taking for the density of carbon 2.08 g/cm3,

qC = 6.935 · 1010 cm�2; for toluene D at 95% density of liquid,

qtolD = 5.383 · 1010 cm�2; for D2O at 95% density of liquid,

qD2O = 6.083 · 1010 cm�2; and for the 0.5H2O/0.5D2O mixture
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at 95% density of liquid, qHDO = 2.775 · 1010 cm�2. It follows

that

qC � ð1�wÞqtolD �wqHDO ¼ ð1:61Þ1=2½qC � ð1�wÞqtolD �wqD2O�:

Hence w ¼ 0:12:
Estimate of hydrogen content in the dry carbon

First we must consider which of the heteroatoms in the carbon

can contribute to incoherent scattering. The ash content of the

material, 2.2 wt.%, consists of the following principal elements:

Si (9 wt.%), S (16 wt.%), K (7 wt.%) Ca (42 wt.%) and Fe (22 wt.%)

[9]. The incoherent scattering cross-section of each of these

heavier elements is very small. The total incoherent intensity

attributable to them (<6 · 10�6 cm�1) is negligible compared to

that (0.0057 cm�1) deduced from Fig. 1. The incoherent cross-

sections of the host atoms, carbon and oxygen, are zero. The

only significant hetero-element left in the carbon matrix is

therefore hydrogen, which, as the sample is dry, is most likely

to contribute in the guise of surface hydroxyl groups. The H

concentration can be estimated through the incoherent scatter-

ing cross-section of the proton (82 · 10�24 cm2 [13]). To avoid the

uncertainty associated with the definition of the scattering vol-

ume, we normalize with respect to the incoherent background

of two other powdered samples, CW1 and CW2 (see Table 1).

The ratio of the proton content of these samples (calculated

from the transmission) to the incoherent scattering intensity

yields 2.79 · 1023 protons cm/g for CW1 and 2.84 · 1023 pro-

ton cm/g for CW2. On applying this ratio to the dry carbon, this

implies that it contains approximately 0.0057 · 2.81 · 1023/

6.02 · 1023 = 2.7 mg H atoms/g carbon. Relative to the BET sur-

face area of this sample, SBET = 1450 m2/g [9], this content corre-

sponds to roughly 1.1 hydrogen atom/nm2. It is notable that

this estimate of the hydrogen atomic content corresponds to

approximately one third of the oxygen atomic content in the

dry sample [9].
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